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But the wonderful thing is that this group of people took the initiative to give Charlie an 

excellent opportunity for rectification. 

If these people didn’t secretly buy Xiaoyi last night, Charlie wouldn’t be able to abolish them 

all in such a fair way. 

It’s all right now, just when Charlie couldn’t find a good way to separate them from the 

Wade Family, they all took the initiative to send them to the door. 

This is similar to Abbas’s initiative to come home. 

At this moment, Cynthia Wade looked at Charlie with fear, and nervously asked: 

“Charlie…then…what about the aunt…Anyway,  aunt is the first to admit her mistake…you 

just said that you want to give it to Auntie, a chance to take lightly…” 

“Of course.” Charlie nodded lightly and said: “You are the one with the best attitude of 

admitting mistakes, and the fastest to admit mistakes, so this time I naturally want to open 

up to you.” 

 

After speaking, Charlie was silent for a moment, and then said, “Well, you stay here to 

observe filial piety with them for three days. After three days, you will return to wade’s 

house to take care of your grandfather.” 

When Cynthia Wade heard these words, he was really excited and shed two lines of tears. 

She really didn’t expect that Charlie really gave herself such a big favor. 

 

Everyone else is three years, but oneself is only three days! ! ! 

At this time, Cynthia Wade had completely regarded Charlie as the savior. He was already a 

little incoherent with excitement, and even said in a trembling voice: “… Charlie… Thank 

you… Thank you for opening up to Auntie… You Don’t worry… in the future, my aunt will… 

definitely change her mind and re-behave!” 



Charlie nodded calmly. 

It wasn’t that he really wanted to take care of Cynthia Wade, but that at this time, he wanted 

to create a huge gap for others. 

As the saying goes, those who follow me prosper, and those who oppose me perish. 

One prosper, one death is the biggest gap. 

This is also a clear signal to the Wade Family. 

From now on, in wade’s family, he must follow his own words. 

Charlie also knows very well that if you want to ensure that the Wade Family will never have 

any similar situations in the future, you must use power to firmly control the entire Wade 

Family! 

Therefore, we must thoroughly root this concept in their hearts today! 

After everything was done, Charlie said to Lord Wade: “Grandpa, the matter is almost 

resolved, it’s time to start the ancestor worship ceremony!” 

Lord Wade nodded his head: “Okay!” 

The Wade Family’s ancestor worship ceremony was originally very grand. 

Before worshiping the ancestors, the four priestly forms of music, singing, dancing, and 

rituals did not lose the Confucian Temple’s ceremony for worshipping Confucius. 

And those sacrifices that are ready to be used as sacrifices are also extremely rich in variety. 

In order to hold the ceremony of ancestor worship, the Wade Family must hire a 

professional director and a full set of stage art team every time. Costumes, props, actors, 

and speakers are all top-notch. 

But today, none of the cast members who have negotiated for a long time came. 



Everyone knew that the Wade Family was going to suffer disaster today, and everyone 

shunned it. 

Not to mention the cast and crew who paid to hire, even the more than 700 members of the 

Wade Family branch all run away, leaving only Cash Wade alone. 

Therefore, this time the ancestor worship ceremony can only helplessly castrate many 

processes. 

Music, songs, dances, and rituals are all omitted, and the only thing left is the memorial 

ceremony performed by the Wade Family. 

 


